You might be wondering what to pair your Docs with, so we’ve got the answer!

Throughout seasons we see trends come and go, but there is one trend that has stuck around throughout decades, Dr. Marten shoes (also known as Docs). Whether you want to dress up or dress down, wear them in the summer or the winter, there is no holding back with Docs. We have seen this shoe worn frequently lately by our favorite celebrity or influencer, and everyone wants what they see. Many designers are beginning to collaborate with Dr. Martens. Dr. Martens were originally just a work boot, but now they have converted into an everyday shoe that has become that go-to shoe!
This season the Dr. Martens trend was taken a step further, seen on various catwalks consistently at New York fashion week and London fashion week. Jonathan Cohen collaborated with Dr. Martens for their fall/winter collection and some of the models wore Docs with outfits at NYFW. Docs were also seen with the Chalayan fall/winter collection at London fashion week.

The majority of time when a celebrity is spotted wearing the latest trend, everyone typically follows that trend. Gigi Hadid, one of America’s fashion icons, has been spotted wearing Dr. Martens along with American model Hailey Baldwin. Even America’s top influencer right now, Addison Rae, has been seen wearing Dr. Martens. This trend continues to grow as celebrities are making these shoes a staple in their wardrobe.

There are non-celebrity people wearing this trend every day, not just celebrities. Even if it’s just to the grocery store, out to lunch, dinner with a friend, or a fun fall activity like apple picking, Dr. Martens is the perfect shoe to throw on and go!
Dr. Martens can be paired with almost anything to obtain that perfect look due to the many styles and colors available. This season we are seeing people wear the Dr. Martens lace up boot, Chelsea boot or the Oxford shoes in black or white. There are multiple variations in which to wear the different styles of Dr. Martens. You can pair a skirt and chunky sweater tucked in with the lace up chunky boot, or mom jeans with a tight shirt tucked in with a long blazer with the Chelsea boots, or a drastically different approach such as pairing any Dr. Martens boot with athleisure. These shoes are so versatile you can pair them with absolutely anything as seen by pictures all over social media of your favorite celebrities.

If Dr. Martens aren’t a staple piece in your wardrobe you are truly missing out, so go out and get ‘em!
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